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TAKE A STROLL through any park and 
you will almost inevitably come across 
a desire path, the worn-down earthy 
line gouged out by park goers repeatedly 
ignoring the paths set in stone (or usually 
concrete) by the park’s designer.

Unplanned and uncontrolled, desire 
paths are the physical manifestation of 
di� erences between a designer’s personal 
vision and the real world. There is often 
something humorous to the juxtaposition 
between the winding, fl âneur-centric 
paths created by designers, and the matter-
of-fact way in which they are ignored.

On the surface, desire paths may seem 
like a route of least resistance, getting a 
commuter from point A to point B, but 
there are diverse systems that can cause 
their creation, such as joggers running 
alongside the roads to preserve their joints 
from repetitive impact. Even in the natural 
world, multicellular slime-mould can 
fi nd impressively perceptive routes when 
placed in complex mazes.

It may be di�  cult for designers to 
predict how their work will be used, yet 
they should not shy away from this real-
world reception. They should swallow their 
pride, and make desire paths a concrete 
element of design. ◆

IDEAS

AS PART OF its new Design and Make 
masters course, the Architectural 
Assocation is employing evolutional 
algorithms to fi nd the optimum 
organisation of timber structural supports 
that have been robotically cut from trees. 
Testing hundreds of options, they have 
‘bred’ together the most successful ones 
to form a new generation. Over many 
generations, an optimised and stable 
structure can be achieved.

Evolutional algorithms attempt to 
emulate the unplanned yet functional 
outcomes created through natural 
selection rather than using set rules to 
reach a solution. By relinquishing control 
in this manner, Dutch designer Joris 
Laarman has created amazingly organic 
furniture and architectural pieces such 
as the Bone chair, with branching forms 
that would have been impossible to create 
through a standard design process.

Algorithms have the potential to reach 
entirely new design solutions, but it would 
be interesting to see more designers 
question and evaluate the output rather 
than accepting it as a fi nal outcome. The 
next step should be fi nding a balance where 
algorithms become tools within a process, 
rather than encompassing its entirety. ◆

‘NEVER WORK WITH children or 
animals’ is a longstanding prohibition, 
yet, at least as far as animals and their 
microbial cousins are concerned, this 
guidance is increasingly being spurned 
by designers and architects alike. There 
are those who treat microbes purely as 
materials, such as the Mycelium Project 
by Amsterdam-based studio O�  cina 
Corpuscoli, using them as a component of 
the manufacturing process, but with no 
infl uence over fi nal designs. 

However, there are signs that less 
controlling relationships are emerging. 
The Design by Animals project by Swedish 
duo Front explores cross-taxonomical 
collaboration in a light-hearted manner. 
From snake-designed hangers created from 
constricted clay, to intricate details created 
by insects eating away at tables, each 
animal has its own design traits. 

Back in the microbial sphere, Dutch 
designer Erik Klarenbeek subverts the 
use of mycelium spores as structural 
components, allowing living fungus to 
branch outside of 3D-printed structures. 
The potential of animals as designers 
remains curiously underutilised, yet they 
have proved successful in their own spheres. 
Perhaps it is time for another look? ◆

Darwinian design
Can evolutional algorithms 

make furniture? 

Desire paths
Because designers don’t always 

know the best route 

Animals and microbes
Introducing the first inter-species 

collaborations …

Unplanned design
The precious autonomy of the designer is under threat from an army of 
robots, joggers, snakes and multicellular slime-mould. Julius Ingemann 

Breitenstein explains all. Illustrated by Alessandro Apai
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9. Male Irish Slave
10. Female African girl slave
11. Male African boy slave
12. African Slave
13. African Female slave
14. Atheist (or other religion)
15. Atheist (or other religion)
16. Christian or Jew
17. Muslim
18. Christian or Jew
19. Muslim
20. Afghanistan Civilian death (average)
21. Afghanistan Civilian death (highest paid)
22. UK Military Personnel
23. 60 year old, black male slave
24. 10 year old, black male slave
25. 40 & 20 year old, black male slave
26. 35 year old, black male slave

27. 25 year old, black male slave
28. Prime Male Slave (New Orleans)
29. US Military Personnel
30. Baby from Nigeria
31. Male Baby in China
32. Female Baby in China
33. Baby in North Caucasus, Russia
34. Tra�cked person in Cambodia or Thailand
35. Child, India (for labour, sex work)
36. Child, Iraq (lowest)
37. Child, Iraq (highest)
38. Child soldier, Mali
39. Child, UK
40. Romanian girl sold into prostitution
41. Tra�cked Haitian immigrants sold in Chile
42. Bride to China, purchased from Myanmar
43. Nigerian woman, Italy
44. Nigerian woman, Italy
45. Woman, 20s (N Korea)
46. Woman, 30s (N Korea)
47. Woman, 40s (N Korea)
48. Burmese child soldier
49. Forced labour in illegal brickyards
50. Temporary "pleasure marriage" to a Syrian refugee
51. Cost of FREEDOM from forced cotton labour

1. Slave (very young child) 
2. Slave (8 years old)
3. Slave
4. Gladiator
5. Slave
6. Slave
7. Slave
8. Afghanistan Civilian death 

Either

Female

Male

Slavery

Tra�cking

Saudi Blood Money

Warfare

How much is a human life worth?
The larger the spiral, the less that demographic is valued in $ 20 1 Dot = 1 Human Life

1 Spiral = $100,000 
worth of 1 demographic

Reference number

Children

Ad
ult

s

US Military Personnel
$ 100,000

Burmese Child Soldier
$46

Gladiator
$2,080
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HI I’m Julius, and I’m a recent Product Design graduate from 
Central Saint Martins. I strive to create interaction focussed 
products that are honest, innovative, and practical.

I’m Danish, but raised in London. My strengths as a designer 
include pulling inspiration from diverse sources, from desire-
paths, to clothes racks. I thrive in collaborative and driven 
environments where it is possible to enjoy the process of 
design and exploration.

I have a keen interest in system and interaction design. 
In particular ‘interactive machine learning’ i.e trying to 
harmonise machine learning with UX and product design.

Julius 
Ingemann 
Breitenstein
(+44)7807401562
julius.ingemann@gmail.com
www.juliusingemann.com

Product Design Intern
Jakob Wagner Studio
October 2016 - Present

Volunteer
Nordic A.I Conference
Feb 2017

Freelance Design Writer
ICON Magazine
June 2016 - Present

Design Consultant/Sales
Heal’s Tottenham Court 
Road
Sept 2015 - Sept 2016

Editorial Intern
ICON Magazine
July - Aug 2015

Course Representative, 
Product Design
Central Saint Martins
Sept 2014 - June 2015

Design Intern
Maria Berntsen Design 
(DK)
Aug 2012

Design Intern
Seidenfaden Design (DK)
Aug 2012

Experience

Hello Robot Exhibition
Vitra Design Museum, 
MAK Vienna
Feb - Oct 2017

KIKK Festival
Belgium
November 2016

Brain Waves (CSM)
London Design Festival
July 2016

‘Unpaid Intern’ featured in:
Dezeen, Co Design, Frame, 
Core 77
2016

Published writing
ICON Magazine
July 2016

Specially selected to make 
my furniture full-scale
Central Saint Martins
June 2016 (Degree show)

Winner of international 
infographic competition
Info is Beautiful Awards 
2014

Produced and hosted my 
own internet radio show
Radio Hulio
July 2011 - July 2014

Achievements

Education

Skills and interests

Personal
Critical thinking
Writing
Humour
Model making
Sketching
Idea generation
Pragmatism
Danish (fluent)
English (fluent)

Software
Adobe Creative Suite 
(Ps, Id, Ai, Lr, Pr, Ae)
Rhino
Grasshopper
Keyshot
Arduino
Processing (learning)

Central Saint Martins 
Product Design BA
First Class Honours
2016

King’s College Wimbledon
40/45 in Int. Bacc.
2013

Interests
Discovering music
Future technology design
Map design / Wayfinding
Photography
Practicing boxing
Making fried chicken
Improv comedy



The 'Unpaid Intern'
Self Initiated Project
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Using genetic algorithms 
as tools for improving the 

design process

How?
- Produces infinite variations of a shape

- Allowing broader and faster ideation and 
communication

- Controller acts as a medium between user and 

algorithm



Thinking

Desire paths are the physical manifestation 
of the difference between a designer's 
personal vision, and the real world

Is it possible to bring the process that creates 
desire paths back into the design process, in 
order to improve the outcomes? 

originated from 
my disseration 

topic

Genetic 
   algorithms

- Similar to 
cumulative creation
process of desire paths

- However in current implementation they encompass the whole process

- They could be used as tools instead, where the designer reflects and develops on the outputs, 
rather than accepting them as the final design
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Where can the 
design process 
be improved?

- Interviewed a variety of design 
studios

- Increasingly short turn around 
times

- Small teams having to 
produce many ideas

Morrama, a design consultancy for start-ups

Opens the designers eyes to 
new possible design directions 
and possibilities

: Ideation

: Communication
Creates approximated design 
directions, from which clients 
and designers can more quickly 
reach an understanding of what 
they both want

5

DESIGN 
BRIEF

Notes and sketching Digital/physical modelsClient brief Outcome

The Unpaid Intern

Product video on my website



Program and 
algorithm

- Parameter based

- Learned to code on 'Processing 3.0' in order 
to understand how the algorithm might work

- Used interaction mapping to work out which 
features were necessary

- Simple interface encourages exploration over 
fine-tuning

How?

What?
-Settings allow designers to change aesthetics 
as they desire

-e.g: radical experimentation during early 
ideation, or conservative detailing during late 
development

-Combinations can be saved as presets, and 
combined as desired

6



idea originated from 
quick notebook sketch
I relied heavily on model-making to 
refine each element, e.g treading the line 
between small technical dials, and large 
gimmicky dials

Spent ages designing the controller for 
individual use, before realising that an 
open and collaborative controller layout 
was more fitting

Blue dials: Reprogrammable functions
Red dials: Shape creation
Large dial: Navigation
Small buttons: Presets

7
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Construction

- 2 part polymer 
injection mould

- Screws and joinings 
hidden under the 
rubber feet

- Rubber feet also 
make the controller 
hover above the 
table, giving it the 
affordance of easily 
being moved

- Charged through 
micro USB port on far 
side of controller

8



Working Exhibition Prototype

- After university I 
developed the project 
further in my free 
time.

- Programmed and 
wired an arduino 
board to create an 
interactive controller

- Learnt grasshopper 
and created an 
early yet indicative 
parametric algorithm 
for altering 3D forms

- The prototype 
was used by over a 
thousand visitors at 
both London Design 
Festival, and KIKK 
festival in Belgium.

- For both exhibitions 
I designed the stall to 
emulate a designers 
workspace. Including 
tongue in cheek 
sketchbooks, post-it 
notes, and physical 
models

Using Arduino, Grasshopper, and Firefly Experiments

9



hm56
                   Client project for Hitch Mylius

A SYSTEM FOR CO-WORKING 
SPACES THAT WORKS AS 
BOTH PARTITION AND SOUND 
ABSORPTION

Why?

- Brief was to define 
private space in a 
public or domestic 
setting

- Multi-use spaces 
have to function 
as everything from 
offices to event 
spaces

- Strips are draped 
over the frames 
during office hours, 
and hung up on the 
wall during events

I interviewed and observed a host of co-working 
and multi-use spaces around London

10



3 Directions

Idea Exploration Sketch models

Chosen direction: Multi Use Partitions

11



Frame 
development

System started 
as fully modular, 
and was gradually 
simplified down to 
a family of fixed 
frames

I made full-scale function models to find the 
optimum dimensions of each component

The frames stack together, with the table frame fitting under the floor 
frame, saving space in both office storage, and during transport

12



Upholstery 
development

I love learning new 
skills for every 
project, for this one 
I sank my teeth into 
teaching myself 
upholstery

- Spent a while getting to grips with how to 
use a sewing machine

- Tested loads of different ways of getting the 
strips to articulate in the desired way

- Researched soundproofing, and striking the 
balance between heavy soundproof foams, 
and light permeable foams

13



Final
outcome

The project was specially selected to be made full scale for my degree 
show, and I secured sponsorship from Kvadrat for my textiles

- Strips are draped over the frame in order 
to create a partition

- Strips can then be hung up on the wall, 
and the frames stacked out of the way

- The project was well received by Hitch 
Mylius, and fit within their existing ranges

14



BMW Camera
                                                 Branding project

WHY?

A BMW branded camera,
designed to emulate 
BMW interiors, and suit 
the lifestyle of the owners

- Designed as part of a branding project at 
Central Saint Martins, where we were given a 
brand to design a camera for BMW

- In groups we researched the lifestyles and 
preferences of the brand and its users

- Individually I then went on to explore the 
ethos of the brand, and where they plan on 
taking it in the future (eg. BMWi)

15



Form 
development

- Initial idea was to 
make a BMW dash-
cam, eventually 
I dropped this 
direction, yet the 
warm aesthetics of 
the BMW interiors 
stayed

- I worked with clay 
both because it 
emulated how the 
cars are designed, but 
also because it was a 
lot of fun

- In order to 
minimise scratching 
or damage from 
daily use, the lens 
and screen are 
recessed into the 
camera body

- Reduced cluttered-
buttons by keeping 
most interactions on 
the touch screen

16



Jakob Wagner Internship
Extended internship lasting 9 months

17

During my internship, I worked 1 to 1 with Jakob 
on projects for companies such as Bang & Olufsen, 
Louis Poulsen, Montana, and Morsø

Working with 
everything from 
startup technologies, 
to jewelry, to 
furniture and home 
living products, I 
had the opportunity 
to really explore 
and understand my 
skillset as a designer, 
as well as improving 
on the skills that I 
was weaker at.

The projects have 
yet to be released, so 
I'm unable to show 
images of them here.

Next generation B&O headphones Hospital interaction design for Saninudge

In house jewelry

My insights into the core of the service 
had a major influence on the company's 
approach and understanding of their 
product.

Ideas and contributions were directly 
incorporated into the functions and 
aesthetics of the next release of Bang & 
Olufsen headphones.

Home living range for Morsø

We developed many products for 
Morsø, and so I honed my skills 
of being able to focus and think 
about multiple projects at a time.

Skills

Keyshot rendering 
Sketching
Discsussion
3D Printing
 

Here Jakob helped me in 
developing my ability to identify 
and judge the "poetic" and 
intangible qualities of an object.

Foam, card, and wood model making
User interface design
Integral thinking
Animation and video making

Naming products
Client presentations 
Research
Photography



Information Is Beautiful
                                                                 International infographic design competition

Winning entry for 
global infographic 
design competition 
(Information is 
Beautiful Awards 2014)

- Brief was to visualise set of data concerning 
the variations of the ‘cost’ of a human life

- My entry won because I inverted the data, 
bringing the less fortunate to the forefront, 
rather than highlighting the groups that were 
well off.

- The original entry was hand-drawn, and I 
have since re-made it.
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9. Male Irish Slave
10. Female African girl slave
11. Male African boy slave
12. African Slave
13. African Female slave
14. Atheist (or other religion)
15. Atheist (or other religion)
16. Christian or Jew
17. Muslim
18. Christian or Jew
19. Muslim
20. Afghanistan Civilian death (average)
21. Afghanistan Civilian death (highest paid)
22. UK Military Personnel
23. 60 year old, black male slave
24. 10 year old, black male slave
25. 40 & 20 year old, black male slave
26. 35 year old, black male slave

27. 25 year old, black male slave
28. Prime Male Slave (New Orleans)
29. US Military Personnel
30. Baby from Nigeria
31. Male Baby in China
32. Female Baby in China
33. Baby in North Caucasus, Russia
34. Tra�cked person in Cambodia or Thailand
35. Child, India (for labour, sex work)
36. Child, Iraq (lowest)
37. Child, Iraq (highest)
38. Child soldier, Mali
39. Child, UK
40. Romanian girl sold into prostitution
41. Tra�cked Haitian immigrants sold in Chile
42. Bride to China, purchased from Myanmar
43. Nigerian woman, Italy
44. Nigerian woman, Italy
45. Woman, 20s (N Korea)
46. Woman, 30s (N Korea)
47. Woman, 40s (N Korea)
48. Burmese child soldier
49. Forced labour in illegal brickyards
50. Temporary "pleasure marriage" to a Syrian refugee
51. Cost of FREEDOM from forced cotton labour

1. Slave (very young child) 
2. Slave (8 years old)
3. Slave
4. Gladiator
5. Slave
6. Slave
7. Slave
8. Afghanistan Civilian death 

Either

Female

Male

Slavery

Tra�cking

Saudi Blood Money

Warfare

How much is a human life worth?
The larger the spiral, the less that demographic is valued in $ 20 1 Dot = 1 Human Life

1 Spiral = $100,000 
worth of 1 demographic

Reference number

Children

Ad
ult

s

US Military Personnel
$ 100,000

Burmese Child Soldier
$46

Gladiator
$2,080
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Development 
after original sketch submission

It always nagged me that I never 
made my sketch a reality

But after learning Grasshopper I 
realised it was the perfect fit

- The above algorithm creates an archimedean spiral, which is 
split into equi-distant points.

- I then divide 100,000 by the value of a given life. The 
resulting number then dictates the amount of points to place 
a dot on.

-Apart from the maths for creating the archimediean spiral, 
this is a system of my own design.
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Lifestyle ◆ Architecture ◆ Design

Google’s Project 
Ara finally 

arrives

Hippy hi-tech: 
Foster’s new 

Maggie’s 
Centre

Ilse Crawford: 
the power of 
the individual 

BD Barcelona’s 
bold past and 
bright future  

Olympic legacy 
Will architecture win in Rio?

PLUS
BIG’s sinuous 
Serpentine 

Pavilion 

Schumacher 
slams the Venice 

Biennale 
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ICON MAGAZINE
Editorial internship and writing

- Secured an internship with ICON, despite not 
having any previous experience in journalistic 
writing

- Worked on three issues (147,148,149), and 
helped to organise the relaunch issue (150)

- Internship extended by 1 month

- I researched news and trends, contributed 
ideas, proofread articles, came up with puns, 
transcribed interviews, and generally helped 
out

I continue to pitch 
and write about 
ideas for ICON

20



Future Materials 
Ideas section

During my internship I had 3 pieces published in issue 148, I also wrote a review of a 
Shirley Baker exhibition for the website

21
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TAKE A STROLL through any park and 
you will almost inevitably come across 
a desire path, the worn-down earthy 
line gouged out by park goers repeatedly 
ignoring the paths set in stone (or usually 
concrete) by the park’s designer.

Unplanned and uncontrolled, desire 
paths are the physical manifestation of 
di� erences between a designer’s personal 
vision and the real world. There is often 
something humorous to the juxtaposition 
between the winding, fl âneur-centric 
paths created by designers, and the matter-
of-fact way in which they are ignored.

On the surface, desire paths may seem 
like a route of least resistance, getting a 
commuter from point A to point B, but 
there are diverse systems that can cause 
their creation, such as joggers running 
alongside the roads to preserve their joints 
from repetitive impact. Even in the natural 
world, multicellular slime-mould can 
fi nd impressively perceptive routes when 
placed in complex mazes.

It may be di�  cult for designers to 
predict how their work will be used, yet 
they should not shy away from this real-
world reception. They should swallow their 
pride, and make desire paths a concrete 
element of design. ◆

IDEAS

AS PART OF its new Design and Make 
masters course, the Architectural 
Assocation is employing evolutional 
algorithms to fi nd the optimum 
organisation of timber structural supports 
that have been robotically cut from trees. 
Testing hundreds of options, they have 
‘bred’ together the most successful ones 
to form a new generation. Over many 
generations, an optimised and stable 
structure can be achieved.

Evolutional algorithms attempt to 
emulate the unplanned yet functional 
outcomes created through natural 
selection rather than using set rules to 
reach a solution. By relinquishing control 
in this manner, Dutch designer Joris 
Laarman has created amazingly organic 
furniture and architectural pieces such 
as the Bone chair, with branching forms 
that would have been impossible to create 
through a standard design process.

Algorithms have the potential to reach 
entirely new design solutions, but it would 
be interesting to see more designers 
question and evaluate the output rather 
than accepting it as a fi nal outcome. The 
next step should be fi nding a balance where 
algorithms become tools within a process, 
rather than encompassing its entirety. ◆

‘NEVER WORK WITH children or 
animals’ is a longstanding prohibition, 
yet, at least as far as animals and their 
microbial cousins are concerned, this 
guidance is increasingly being spurned 
by designers and architects alike. There 
are those who treat microbes purely as 
materials, such as the Mycelium Project 
by Amsterdam-based studio O�  cina 
Corpuscoli, using them as a component of 
the manufacturing process, but with no 
infl uence over fi nal designs. 

However, there are signs that less 
controlling relationships are emerging. 
The Design by Animals project by Swedish 
duo Front explores cross-taxonomical 
collaboration in a light-hearted manner. 
From snake-designed hangers created from 
constricted clay, to intricate details created 
by insects eating away at tables, each 
animal has its own design traits. 

Back in the microbial sphere, Dutch 
designer Erik Klarenbeek subverts the 
use of mycelium spores as structural 
components, allowing living fungus to 
branch outside of 3D-printed structures. 
The potential of animals as designers 
remains curiously underutilised, yet they 
have proved successful in their own spheres. 
Perhaps it is time for another look? ◆
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Unplanned design
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Breitenstein explains all. Illustrated by Alessandro Apai
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Press and Exhibitions
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Vitra Design Museum - Hello, Robot 
5 Year Exhibition

FastCo Design - Innovation By Design KIKK Festival - Belgium

Frame Magazine - In Numbers Section Brain Waves - London Design Festival

Full list with links are on my website (juliusingemann.com)



julius.ingemann@gmail.com
juliusingemann.com
(+44)7807401562

Julius 
Ingemann 
Breitenstein

(Hello, Robot exhibition at the Vitra Museum)
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